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TT No.88: Brian Buck - Saturday 11th January 2020; Latton v Soul Survivor 

(Watford); Herts & Borders Churches League Open Cup 1st Round; Venue: played at 

Presdales, Ware; Kick-Off: 10.30am; Result: 0-3; Attendance: 5 approx.  

Three games today starting with a revisit to Presdales and a chance to get my car 

completely mudded up in the car park. Just as well then that I haven’t washed it 

since I bought it 18 months ago! Anyway, with lots of kid’s games going on here it 

was difficult to find a space, so I parked up where there wasn’t one really and 

then donned my wellies. The match kicked off a bit late and initially I put this 

down to the visitors arriving late. But rather annoyingly I found out during the 

match that that it was actually the hosts players who were offending side. Then 

the start became further delayed because some dog poo had to be cleared off the 

pitch first of all.  

The fact that I got the teams mixed up was presenting me with some problems 

because the team I perceived to be Latton, started the match well, whereas their 

opponents were holding on, thus living up to their Soul-Survivor name. With light 

horizontal drizzle falling at the start no goals were forthcoming initially, but on 34 

minutes the real Soul Survivor broke their duck when a header from a corner was 

scrambled in almost on the line. Then a well hit shot from 20 yards on 40 minutes 

saw them double their lead. By now the sun was out, although it was still blustery. 

The third goal arrived on 56 minutes and as the scorer latched on to a through ball, 

he looked offside to me but the half-awake club lino on the far side kept his flag 

down. The visitors then eased off a bit allowing Latton to see a bit more of the 

ball, but they made no serious impact on the match. On 80 minutes there was an 

interesting incident when the otherwise average ref decided to book a player from 

Latton for a foul, which in my opinion was debatable. But because Latton had no 

numbers on their shirts he had to call the Latton captain over to confirm with him 

who he was booking. Meanwhile behind his back, not out of earshot and in true 

Inspector-Clouseau mode, some of the opposition players were launching all kinds 

of obscenities towards him, including just about all your favourite words. He must 

have heard them as he was closer to the players than I was, but he did nothing. 

Apart from this most of the crowd, consisting mainly of a spectator following one 

side, two children, partially attentive, another Groundhopper and myself, went on 

their way after the match had finished, having been roughly fulfilled. 
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